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Abstract
Background: The human mirror neuron system exists in adults, and even in children. However, a significant,
unanswered question in the literature concerns age differences in the effect of visual orientation of human body
movements. The observation of actions performed by others is known to activate populations of neural cells called
mirror neuron system. Moreover, the power of mu rhythms (8–13 Hz) in the EEG is known to decrease while performing
and observing human movements. Therefore, the mu rhythm could be related to the activity of the mirror neuron
system. This study investigated the effects of the visual perspective on electroencephalography responses to hand actions
in two age groups.
Methods: The participants were 28 elementary school students and 26 university students. Videos of the two hands
operating switches were used as stimuli. The electroencephalogram mu rhythm (8–13 Hz) was measured during stimuli
presentation as an index of mirror neuron system activity.
Results: Adult participants showed significant mirror neuron system activation under both conditions, although no effect
of visual perspectives was observed. On the other hand, children only reacted to egocentric stimuli and not to the others.
Conclusions: These findings confirmed the suggested differences in the activity of the mirror neuron system between
different age groups. The demonstration that brain activities related to mirroring change during development could help
explain previous findings in the literature.
Keywords: Mirror neuron system, Mu suppression, Association model, Growth and development

Background
The mirror neuron system (MNS) is a cluster of neurons
activated during both performance and observation of
body movements [1]. They were named by Rizzolatti et
al., who first discovered these neurons because of their
characteristic of mirroring, which they observed during
an experiment on motor neurons of the macaque monkey [2–4]. The existence of MNS in the human brain
was suggested by the results of studies using neurophysiological techniques for measuring human brain activity including single-cell recording [5–8]. It was
suggested that they might be related to action
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understanding because the MNS is more sensitive to
transitive actions than intransitive actions [9]. Moreover,
social cognitive functions such as imitation, empathy,
and recognition of facial expression, which are known to
be essential functions in building a society, are also related to the MNS [10–15]. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG)
have been used for the measurement of MNS activity in
humans because invasive cannot be used due to ethical
reasons. EEG mu suppression has been used for this
purpose because of its relatively fast response time, reduced environmental restrictions, and the ease of applying to infants and children [16–20]. Braadbaart et al.
conducted simultaneous measurement of fMRI and EEG
to test the reliability of mu wave suppression as a
measure of MNS activity. They concluded that mu wave
is a possible measure of MNS activity. However,
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contamination with other brain regions has been indicated [21–24].
The MNS can be found even in children. It is well
known that a developing child shows imitating behavior,
and this is thought to be the result of the emerging
MNS [25]. Many studies have been conducted with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) children to investigate the
relationship between MNS dysfunction and ASD [19].
However, less attention has been given to the MNS of
typically developing children. Moreover, most participants used to test the existence of the MNS, and its
characteristics have ranged from infancy to kindergarten
age groups [26], or those past their adolescence.
Past studies have suggested long- and short-term modulation of MNS activity [27–29]. One possible explanation
of the plasticity of MNS is association learning, in which
associations between somatosensory and visual information are repeatedly established during the development
and form mirror-like responses [30]. Therefore, a study
comparing typically developing elementary school students and typically developing adults could contribute to
understanding the process of acquiring and refining the
MNS through adaptation and development.
Many studies have been conducted to determine the
distinguishing characteristics of the MNS, and several
factors that affect MNS activity have been reported. The
spatial-visual orientation of stimuli is one of the basic
factors that could change this activity; however, no unified view of the effect has been established to date.
There are several studies using different neurophysiological methods that have reported greater mirroring activity resulting from an egocentric perspective compared
to an allocentric perspective [31–34]. On the other hand,
there are also studies that have reported opposite results
indicating a stronger effect of allocentric stimuli on
eliciting MNS activity [35, 36]. Moreover, Burgess et al.
found no difference between the two perspectives. They
concluded that the participants’ MNS were flexible
enough to act at the same level even when the perspective changed [37]. However, all these results have been
obtained from adult participants. To our knowledge,
there is no study that has examined the effect of visual
orientation on the MNS of children. Moreover, no study
has directly compared the effect of visual orientation between children and adults.
The aim of this study was to determine the effect of
the viewer’s perspective on mu desynchronization in
children. We designed an experiment to directly compare elementary school children and adults to clarify the
effect of visual perspective on children’s mirroring activity. Social brain activity and biological features dramatically change during adolescence [38]. Therefore, it is
worthy not to include adolescent participants to highlight the age difference. Children have completed less
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associative learning than adults. Therefore, we expected
a greater mu wave power attenuation in children while
observing egocentric stimuli, because associative learning in children would be conducted mainly through
self-oriented sensorimotor events. The event-related
desynchronization of the mu wave was measured in children and adults because of its convenience and the low
degree of invasiveness.

Methods
Participants

Advertisements recruited healthy elementary school students (N = 28; 14 boys and 14 girls; aged 8 to 12 years,
mean age 9.8 ± 1.3 years) and healthy university students
(N = 26; 13 men and 13 women; aged 19 to 30 years,
mean age 22.7 ± 1.9 years) as participants. All the participants or their parents reported that they were
right-handed, and had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. They had not diagnosed as having developmental
disorder ever since and were naïve to the purpose of the
experiment. The participants or their parents were informed that the privacy of the participants would be
protected. Furthermore, the participants or their parents
gave their written informed consent before participation
in the study.
The procedure of the study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of Kyushu University. The study was conducted
according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Equipment

The study was conducted in an acoustically and electrically sealed room. A 64-channel EEG was recorded using
an EEG amplifier (Net Amps 200 64-channel EEG amp.,
EGI) and a sensor net (Hydrocel Geodesics Sensor Net,
EGI) with acquisition software (Net Station 4.3.1, EGI)
running on a computer (Power Book G4, Apple Inc.).
The amplifier’s hardware low-pass filter was set to
100 Hz, and electrode impedance was maintained to remain under 70 kΩ as suggested by EGI. The data was
sampled at 250 Hz. Stimuli were delivered with Presentation Ver. 18.1 (NBS Inc.) and an LCD (E2351VR-BN,
LG Electronics) refreshing on 60 Hz using Cz as reference electrode. The display was placed at 0.7 m ahead of
the participant seated in the middle of the room.
Stimuli

Video clips that were each 2 s in length (1280 × 720 px,
60 fps, visual angle 16°) were repeatedly presented with
a black background in egocentric and allocentric perspectives to elicit brain activity. The egocentric video
shows two hands appearing from the bottom of the
screen to operate the switch from the neutral position to
turn lights on. The video for the allocentric condition
was a 180°-rotated version of the egocentric stimulus,
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ensuring identical physical properties among the two
conditions (Fig. 1). The video clips were developed based
on previous findings of pronounced effects of hand
movement and hand-operated tools on MNS activity
[39, 40]. A static picture of fireworks was presented as
the target for a button-pressing request that was added
to maintain the participants’ attention.
Stimuli presentation was conducted in three blocks of
videos consisting of 45 stimuli (135 in total; 60 of each condition, egocentric and allocentric; and 15 target pictures)
interrupted by two short breaks. A white fixation cross on
a black background was displayed for 1000–2000 ms before the video presentation. Target pictures were set to disappear simultaneously when the button was pressed. After
the video playback, a black screen was inserted for an interval of 2 s. The order of presentations was randomized.
Procedure

After the sensor net was applied, the participants sat
comfortably on a chair facing the monitor placed on a
desk. EEG mu wave event-related desynchronization
(ERD) of the onset of stimuli was measured during the
presentation of stimuli. Several previous experiments
and meta-analyses including spontaneous recording of
fMRI and EEG have indicated that mu wave attenuation
is a reliable measure of MNS activity in adults, children,
and infants [21, 41–46]. Participants were requested to
look at the center of the display during the experiment
and refrain from making any eye or body movements as
far as possible.
EEG analysis

First, raw EEG data were imported into the EMSE Suite
Ver. 5.5.2 (Source Signal Imaging Inc.) and were
re-referenced to the linked left and right mastoids. The
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data were filtered by an IIR band-pass filter (high end
70 Hz, low end 0.5 Hz, filter order 3). Trials containing
potential(s) greater than ± 70 μV that originated from artifacts were excluded by manual inspection (mean number
of accepted trials per condition 48.17 ± 7.73). After the selection, six participants (three adults and three children)
were omitted from further analysis due to insufficient
numbers of acceptable trials (≦ 20 trials per condition).
Next, mu ERD was calculated using R Ver. 3.4.4 (R Core
Team) [47] by using the following procedure: (1) According to the study by Oberman et al., [19], the average mu
wave power, 8~13 Hz of the baseline period (− 700 to −
500 ms before stimulus onset) was calculated by the
Hanning window and fast Fourier transform (FFT). (2)
The suppression rate was calculated by ([A − R]/R) × 100
with A being the average mu power during 1100 to
2000 ms after stimulus onset (from the onset of movement in the video to the end) and R being mu power during the baseline period. (3) These steps were repeated for
all stimuli presentation in each condition.
Finally, ERDs of the channels were averaged across the
regions of interest (ROI) to improve the reliability of the
data (Fig. 2). The left central (LC) region included channels 15, 16, 20, 21, and 22; the mid-central (MC) region
included channels 4, 7, 54, and 65 (Cz); and the right
central (RC) region included channels 41, 49, 50, 51, and
53. The mid-occipital (MO) regions consisting of channels 35, 37, and 39 were also added to the analysis to
compare occipital activity.
R version 3.4.4 (R Core Team) [47] was used for the analysis. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test operated on the ERD
confirmed that the data was normally distributed
(D = 0.051, p = 0.28). Firstly, a one-sample t test was conducted on ERD data at each ROI to check whether significant mu suppression occurred during stimuli presentation
relative to the baseline. Secondly, in order to take

Fig. 1 Example of stimuli presented during the EEG recording. Initially, no hands were displayed in the video. After approximately 1 s, the hands
appeared holding switches and operating them to turn on the lights. Left: In the egocentric condition, the hands appeared from the bottom of
the screen so that the action was observed as the person’s own action. Right: In the allocentric condition, the spatial orientation was rotated by 180°
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Fig. 2 Sensor layout of the EEG cap used in the current study. Each
dot represents one of 65 channels. Channels included in the four ROIs
are circled
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within-subject correlations originated from the repeated
measurements into account while testing the effect of
view point on central and occipital ERD as target
variable, we used linear mixed-effect model (LMM:
age-group, condition and ROI as fixed effects, and
“subject” as random effect) [48, 49]. The values were
compared using mixed-design analysis of variance
(ANOVA) for the fitted model with Satterthwaite’s
method for the estimation of the denominator degree
of freedom [48]. We first conducted mixed-design
three-way ANOVA with age group (children and
adults), anterior-posterior position (central and occipital), and condition (egocentric and allocentric) as fixed
effects to test the effect of the viewpoint on central and
occipital ERD. Since interactions were observed between all three factors, additional ANOVAs were
conducted separately in central and occipital regions.
In the central region, mixed-design three-way ANOVA
(2 × age group; 3 × ROI; and 2 × condition) was
conducted to test the effect of viewpoint on ERD. In
the occipital region, a mixed-design two-way ANOVA
(2 × age group and 2 × condition) was conducted on
alpha wave ERD. The significance level for all the tests
was set at 0.05.

Fig. 3 Grand-average mu and alpha event-related desynchronization recorded in children and adults. The darker line represents the ERD waveform for
the egocentric condition, and the lighter line represents the waveform for the allocentric condition
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Results
Grand averaged mu and alpha ERD waveforms are shown
in Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows mu suppression of the two age
groups for each condition. One-sample t tests showed mu
event-related suppression by egocentric stimuli to be significantly different from zero over all three central ROIs
for both children (LC: t(24) = − 3.234, p = 0.004; MC:
t(24) = − 4.251, p < 0.001; RC: t(24) = − 1.764, p < 0.090)
and adults (LC: t(22) = − 6.938, p < 0.001; MC: t(23) = −
6.678, p < 0.001; RC: t(23) = − 7.325, p < 0.001). This indicated a significant mu power attenuation during stimuli
presentation relative to the baseline. The mu ERD of
allocentric stimuli was not significantly different from zero
for children’s LC (t(24) = − 0.823, p = 0.419) and RC
(t(24) = − 0.933, p = 0.360), whereas the MC of
children (t(24) = − 2.309, p = 0.030) and adults (LC: t(22)
= − 7.062, p < 0.001; MC: t(23) = − 6.762, p < 0.001; RC:
t(23) = − 6.747, p < 0.001) indicated significant difference
from zero.
Figure 5 shows the alpha suppression of both age groups
for each condition. One-sample t tests indicated significant alpha suppression from zero around the MO region
for all stimuli in both children (egocentric: t(24) = − 5.906,
p < 0.001; allocentric: t(24) = − 7.4332, p < 0.001) and
adults (egocentric: t(22) = − 4.710, p < 0.001; allocentric:
t(22) = − 3.997, p < 0.001).
The conditional and marginal coefficient of determination for the model fitted by LMM was R2c = 0.883 and
R2m = 0.209 for the first model (group, condition and
anterior-posterior position as fixed effects, and “subject” as
random effect), R2c = 0.927 and R2m = 0.301 for the model
for central regions (group, condition and ROI as fixed effects, and “subject” as random effect), and R2c = 0.827 and
R2m = 0.002 for the model for occipital region (group and
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condition as fixed effects, and “subject” as random effect).
Conditional R2 is interpreted as variance explained by both
fixed and random factors while marginal R2 is interpreted
as variance explained only by the fixed factors [50]. Importantly, mu ERD variance was explained by the fixed factors
for about 30% while alpha ERD at occipital region was
mainly explained by the random factors and not by the
fixed factors at all.
The first ANOVA showed a significant interaction of
group, anterior-posterior position, and condition (F(1,
234.2) = 6.462, p = 0.012). Therefore, we separated the
dataset of central and occipital regions for the further analysis. The ANOVA on central ROIs showed a significant
main effect of age group (F(1, 46) = 25.222, p < 0.001) and
a trend of the group × condition interaction (F(1, 46) =
3.236, p = 0.079) on mu ERD. Based on our hypothesis
that effect of visual perspective differs between groups, we
further investigated this interaction by examining the effect of condition by calculating pairwise least squares
means differences [48]. Figure 4 shows condition difference for children (t(46.0) = 2.16, p = 0.036) suggesting that
the mu wave ERD of children was greater in the egocentric condition, whereas there was no significant difference
for adults (t(46.0) = − 0.421, p = 0.676). In contrast, an
ANOVA conducted on alpha ERD measured around MO
showed neither a significant main effect (F(1, 46) = 0.175,
p = 0.678), group (F(1, 46) = 0.001, p = 0.973), nor an interaction (F(1, 46) = 0.977, p = 0.328) (Fig. 5). This suggests that
the attentional level which is reflected in the occipital alpha
was kept at the same level in both groups at both conditions.

Discussion
The current study was designed to investigate whether
there was an effect of differences in visual orientation on

Fig. 4 Mean mu wave ERD difference over three ROIs between egocentric and allocentric conditions a for children and b for adults (LC, MC, and
RC). The filled bar represents the egocentric condition, and the outlined bar represents the allocentric condition. Error bars show ± 1 standard
errors. Significant differences from zero are indicated. †p < 0.1; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. It is assumed that brain activation is greater in regions where a
stronger ERD is observed
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Fig. 5 Alpha wave ERD difference between conditions (egocentric and allocentric) a for children and b for adults over the mid-occipital (MO)
region. The filled bar represents the egocentric condition, and the outlined bar represents the allocentric condition. The error bars display
standard errors. Significant differences from zero are indicated. **p < 0.01

children’s mu wave oscillation compared to adults when
observing identical hand movements from two different
viewpoints. Results indicated that only the children’s
EEG response was affected by the change in visual orientation, whereas there was no significant effect of the perspective on adults’ mu wave ERD. Additionally, alpha
wave ERD over the occipital region did not show any
significant main effect nor interaction related to the condition, which is indicative of similar occipital cortex activity regardless of the condition or the age group.
Children

There was no significant mirroring activity in children in
response to allocentric stimuli, which could be attributed
to the degree of associative learning in children. In
addition to the “adaptive model” of MNS, a developmental
perspective on the MNS has been suggested by the relatively new “association model” [30]. This model explains
the acquisition of MNS and its plasticity through
sensory-motor association learning during development.
In this model, associative learning, for example, can take
place through the visual-motor integration of a person’s
own hand movements [51, 52]. Therefore, associative
learning could later result from egocentric and allocentric
perspectives. A lower level of learning is expected to result
in less mirroring activity. There is some evidence that age
modulates the effect of motor learning during the elementary school period [53], which is suggestive of an ongoing
process of association learning during that period.

Another possible explanation of these results is spatial
perspective taking ability. It is known that this psychological ability is acquired during development along with
the development of the frontal lobe function [54, 55].
These studies suggested that the egocentric view is more
familiar to us whereas the allocentric view requires additional frontal intervention, which is insufficiently developed in children. Also, during spatial perspective taking
tasks, somatosensory, premotor, and supplementary motor
brain regions overlap with brain regions employed by the
MNS [56–58], which is suggestive of a strong relationship
between perspective taking and mirroring neural activity.
Thus, the results of this study are explained by spatial perspective taking ability, as well as by development.
Adults

There has been much interest in the effect of the visual
perspective on MNS activity, and a large number of
studies have been conducted on this topic. Results of different studies conducted on adult participants have suggested the superiority of the egocentric perspective in
eliciting human and primate MNS activity [31–34],
which are inconsistent with the results of this study.
Moreover, our results on adults are inconsistent with
studies that have reported the superiority of the allocentric perspective [35, 36]. Therefore, the results of this
study must be interpreted with care. There are, however,
certain differences between previous and the current
study, including the number of hands that were used as
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stimuli. Observing bimanual movements, for example,
might require different patterns of motor coding.
The new model that takes the developmental aspect of
MNS into consideration predicts that mirroring response should increase for actions with strongly established associations [30]. As suggested in the literature by
Burgess et al., our adult participants might have already
completed their association learning. As a result, they
might have lost the novelty value of allocentric stimuli,
which might have eliminated the differential effect of experimental conditions on adults [37].
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Limitations and future study

Publisher’s Note

The mu wave frequency band was set to 8–13 Hz regardless of the age group, which is the same bandwidth
used in previous studies [42, 59–61]. However, the peak
alpha wave differs according to age. Mean alpha peak
frequency is approximately 9.4 Hz for participants in the
current study [62]. Although alpha wave attenuation and
mu wave attenuation have different sources as suggested
by the present study, reconsideration of the frequency
band of children’s mu wave may provide a more robust
result. Furthermore, certain studies have suggested that
mu suppression could include alpha suppression and its
reliability has to be considered carefully [22–24, 63].
Additional study with the same design but using different neurophysiological methods is also required in the
future. In addition, collecting individual’s autism-related
quotient may aid to assess the putative relation between
ASD and MNS activity in the future study.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, this study indicated that children’s MNS
activity could be affected by the visual orientation of a
stimulus. Along with the results of data on adults, our
findings contribute to the understanding of developmental aspects of the MNS. It is suggested that further research using multistep age groups ranging from
childhood to adolescence and adulthood is required.
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